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The relationship between abstract interpretation [2] and partial evaluation [5]
has received considerable attention and (partial) integrations have been proposed
starting from both the partial deduction (see e.g. [6] and its references) and abstract interpretation perspectives. Abstract interpretation-based analyzers (such
as the CiaoPP analyzer [9, 4]) generally compute a program analysis graph [1] in
order to propagate (abstract) call and success information by performing fixpoint
computations when needed. On the other hand, partial deduction methods [7]
incorporate powerful techniques for on-line specialization including (concrete)
call propagation and unfolding.
In this work we propose what we argue is the first generic framework for
the efficient and precise integration of abstract interpretation and partial deduction from an abstract interpretation perspective, and which combines the best
of both worlds. As starting point, we consider state-of-the-art algorithms for
context-sensitive, polyvariant abstract interpretation [9, 4]. The central idea in
this novel framework is to extend such algorithms, which already incorporate success propagation, such that calls which appear dynamically in the analysis graph
are not analyzed w.r.t. the definition of the procedure in the original program but
w.r.t. possibly new, specialized definitions of these procedures. These specialized
definitions are obtained by applying powerful techniques for on-line program
specialization, including unfolding and abstract executability [10]. Abstract executability allows exploiting analysis information in order to (abstractly) execute
certain atoms, which in turn may allow unfolding of other atoms. Also, performing unfolding steps allows us to prune away useless branches, which will result
in improved success information. Furthermore, propagating (abstract) success
information simultaneously will result in an improved unfolding. Therefore, key
ingredients of our proposal include the accurate success propagation inherent to
context-sensitive abstract interpretation and the powerful constant propagation
and program transformations achievable by partial deduction.
It should be noted that existing proposals for such integration use abstract
interpretation as a means for improving partial evaluation rather than as a goal
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at the same level as producing a specialized program. This implies that, as a
result, their objective is to yield a set of atoms which determines a partial evaluation rather than to compute a safe approximation of its success. In contrast, a
fundamental objective of our work is to improve success information by analyzing
the specialized code, rather than the original one. We achieve this objective by
smoothly interleaving both techniques and this, on one hand, improves success
information, even for abstract domains which are not related directly to partial
evaluation. On the other hand, with more accurate success information we can
improve further the quality of partial evaluation. The overall method thus yields
not only a specialized program but also a safe approximation of its behavior.
Our framework is parametric w.r.t. different control strategies (both for local
and global control [3]) and abstract domains (including non downwards-closed
properties). Different combinations of such parameters correspond to existing
algorithms for program analysis and specialization. Simultaneously, our approach
opens the door to strictly more precise results than those achievable by each of
the individual techniques. The framework has been implemented in the context
of the CiaoPP analysis and specialization system. A complete description of the
method (and related techniques) can be found in [8].
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